Stock Story: Alphabet
It’s one of the stocks that pop up if
you google ‘world’s most valuable
companies’.

People don’t visa their lunch. They pay
for it with a credit card. Teenagers don’t
mcdonalds a hamburger. They eat one.
Someone doesn’t coca-cola a drink. Nobody
says let’s apple somebody. Parents don’t tell
their kids to colgate their teeth. Yet people
hoover a room, uber home and photoshop.
And, of course, everybody googles.
The morphing of a brand name into a verb is a rare feat achieved
only by a product highly valued, widely used and dominant
within its category. The owners of this product obviously possess
something of value.
Alphabet is the parent company of Google and more. Sergey Brin
and Larry Page, the two Stanford University students who started
Google in 1998 when ranking search results, created Alphabet
in 2015 to house Google, other internet-related businesses, and
what the duo dubbed ‘Other Bets’, which are businesses they
often started from scratch with the potential for disrupting large
global markets. Chock-full of such assets, Alphabet has become
one of the world’s most valuable listed companies by market
value. At times, the company has been the world’s most valuable
stock.
Alphabet, for all its subsidiaries, is mostly about Google, which
has about a 90% share of the global search market outside of
China (from where the company withdrew in 2010 after a hack).
Google has ridden this success in search to become the world’s
largest advertising company, capturing about 26% of global
media advertising spending. The business under the ‘search &
other’ category in Alphabet’s accounts provided about 61% of
Alphabet’s sales of US$162 billion in fiscal 2019 and an even
higher proportion of its earnings – advertising across all asset
bought in 83% of revenue.
Google in 2009 released the Android mobile operating system for
free to the makers of smartphones keen to meet the competitive
challenge of Apple’s iPhone and it is now the dominant mobile
operating system. The majority of Android devices are preloaded
with Google’s services. Nine of these – Android, Chrome, Drive,
Gmail, Google Pay, Maps, Search, Photos and YouTube – have
more than one billion users a month. Google directly monetises
Android through the Google Play Store, a platform where app
developers can sell games, services and content to Android’s
billions of users. We estimate this added US$10 billion to
Alphabet’s revenue last fiscal year.
In 2006, Google bought the video platform YouTube that earned
US$15 billion in revenue in fiscal 2019. Google Cloud Platform,

its huge public cloud, generated US$9 billion in revenue in fiscal
2019 and grew by 53% over the previous year. Its revenue is
likely to expand considerably in coming years as businesses turn
more to outsourcing their hardware and software needs.
Over time, Alphabet has used some of Google’s profits to invest
in other, often far-flung, products and services, representing a
series of bets that it could dominate potentially massive markets.
These investments include artificial intelligence (DeepMind),
drone delivery (Wing), internet access via high-altitude balloons
(Loon), self-driving cars (Waymo), quantum computing, urban
innovation (Sidewalk Labs), and secretive ‘moonshot’ programs
(Google X).
It’s rare to find a company with advantages in so many
businesses. Alphabet owns some of the world’s best businesses
and it could one day own other businesses that are as dominant
within their spheres. Alphabet is well placed to provide investors
with compounded returns for years to come.
Every company has challenges and many of Alphabet’s risks stem
from its success. Regulators are questioning whether Google’s
dominance in search, digital advertising technology, and Android
give the company too much market power. Google has been
fined for anti-competitive behaviour in Europe. Media reports
say the US Justice Department plans to file anti-competitive
charges against Google soon. Australia’s government plans to
introduce a mandatory code of conduct aimed at improving
the bargaining power of traditional media against Google (and
Facebook) for displaying their news reports, something other
governments could copy. Privacy surrounding the data Google
collects for advertising is a concern in many jurisdictions. While
these threats need to be monitored, it’s unlikely that regulators
will permanently reduce Google’s competitiveness in search
or digital advertising. YouTube is sometimes in trouble for the
content it carries though the company is developing systems and
hiring content reviewers to remove harmful content. Alphabet is
often criticised for the way subsidiaries shift revenue to minimise
tax and we expect it will pay a higher tax rate over time as
governments reduce their ability to do this. Some of Alphabet’s
other bets are in industries that appear distant from Google’s
core skills such as medical devices (Verily is making glucosemonitoring contact lenses) and town planning. But none need to
succeed to justify the investment case.
Alphabet’s growth rates are likely to fall over time. But any
company that owns a household verb doesn’t need much to go
right for it to deliver bumper returns for its investors for many
years.
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Important Information: This material has been prepared by Magellan Asset Management Limited (‘Magellan’) for general information purposes and must not be construed as investment
advice. This material does not constitute an offer or inducement to engage in an investment activity nor does it form part of any offer or invitation to purchase, sell or subscribe for in interests
in any type of investment product or service. This material does not take into account your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. You should read and consider any
relevant offerdocumentation applicable to any investment product or service and consider obtaining professional investment advice tailored to your specific circumstances before making
any investment decision. This material and the information contained within it may not be reproduced or disclosed, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Magellan. Any
trademarks, logos, and service marks contained herein may be the registered and unregistered trademarks of their respective owners. Nothing contained herein should be construed as
granting by implication, or otherwise, anylicence or right to use any trademark displayed without the written permission of the owner.
Statements contained in this material that are not historical facts are based on current expectations, estimates, projections, opinions and beliefs of Magellan. Such statements involve known
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, and undue reliance should not be placed thereon. Additionally, this material may contain “forward-looking statements”. Actual events or
results or the actual performance of a Magellan financial product or service may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements.
Certain economic, market or company information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by third parties. While such sources are believed to be reliable,
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